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The ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) plays a critical role in processing appetitive stimuli. Recent investigations have shown that
reward value signals in the vmPFC can be altered by emotion regulation processes; however, to what extent the processing of positive
emotion relies on neural regions implicated in reward processing is unclear. Here, we investigated the effects of emotion regulation on the
valuation of emotionally evocative images. Two independent experimental samples of human participants performed a cognitive reap-
praisal task while undergoing fMRI. The experience of positive emotions activated the vmPFC, whereas the regulation of positive
emotions led to relative decreases in vmPFC activation. During the experience of positive emotions, vmPFC activation tracked partici-
pants’ own subjective ratings of the valence of stimuli. Furthermore, vmPFC activation also tracked normative valence ratings of the
stimuli when participants were asked to experience their emotions, but not when asked to regulate them. A separate analysis of the
predictive power of vmPFC on behavior indicated that even after accounting for normative stimulus ratings and condition, increased
signal in the vmPFC was associated with more positive valence ratings. These results suggest that the vmPFC encodes a domain-general
value signal that tracks the value of not only external rewards, but also emotional stimuli.

Introduction
Characterizing how the brain evaluates rewarding stimuli has
been one of the central goals of the field of neuroeconomics.
Single-unit recording studies in animals (Wallis, 2011; Monosov
and Hikosaka, 2012) and functional neuroimaging studies in hu-
mans (Smith and Huettel, 2010) support the idea that reward-
related computations occur in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(vmPFC), and that activity in this region does not reflect objec-
tive properties of rewards (but see Padoa-Schioppa and Assad,
2008), but rather subjective value (Kable and Glimcher, 2007).
Several investigations have suggested that the vmPFC encodes the
subjective exchange rate between different reward modalities
(e.g., food versus social rewards; Chib et al., 2009; Rangel and
Hare, 2010; Levy and Glimcher, 2011; Levy and Glimcher, 2012).
It thereby creates a “common neural currency” for reward (Mon-
tague and Berns, 2002), allowing disparate rewards to be com-
pared. This signal also facilitates judgments of value to be
extended beyond canonical rewards. For example, the vmPFC
has been shown to respond to emotional stimuli that generate
positive affect (Goel and Dolan, 2001; Cunningham, Johnsen,
and Waggoner, 2011; Vrtička et al., 2011), which suggests a more

general role for the vmPFC in signaling the presence of motiva-
tionally attractive stimuli (Schoenbaum et al., 2009).

How emotion regulation alters such value processes in the
vmPFC remains unclear. A recent meta-analysis indicated that,
across several studies using cognitive reappraisal, fear extinction,
or placebo manipulations, regulating negative emotions showed
converging activation within a subregion of the vmPFC (Diekhof
et al., 2011). This investigation and other studies on the neural
mechanisms of emotion regulation (Urry et al., 2006; Johnstone et
al., 2007; Delgado et al., 2008b) have suggested that vmPFC activa-
tions observed during regulation are consistent with a role in cogni-
tive control. Because this meta-analysis and most existing studies of
reappraisal focused only on the regulation of negative affect, an al-
ternative explanation remains: the increased signal in the vmPFC
reflects the change in emotional value after emotion regulation.
fMRI data have indicated that the regulation of neural responses to
monetary rewards engages aspects of the prefrontal cortex similar to
those engaged by the regulation of negative emotion (Delgado et al.,
2008a; Staudinger et al., 2009; Staudinger et al., 2011). Although
numerous studies have investigated behavioral effects of the regula-
tion of positive emotion (Nezlek and Kuppens, 2008; Quoidbach et
al., 2010; Beblo et al., 2012; Meyer et al., 2012; for review, see Tugade
and Fredrickson, 2006), substantially fewer studies have examined
the relationship between the regulation and experience of positive
stimuli using neuroscience methods (Heller et al., 2009; Kanske et
al., 2011; Winecoff et al., 2011). Examining the encoding of emo-
tional value in the vmPFC during the experience and regulation of
both positive and negative emotional stimuli would reconcile dispa-
rate research conclusions from neuroeconomics and social neuro-
science about vmPFC function.

To understand the role of the vmPFC during emotion experi-
ence and regulation, we scanned two groups of participants while
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they used cognitive reappraisal to regulate their emotional re-
sponses to positive and negative emotional images. We used typ-
ical neuroeconomic approaches such as modeling affect using
subjective valuation to determine whether the vmPFC was in-
volved in valuation (i.e., consistent with a common-currency
account) or in reappraisal (i.e., consistent with an emotional-
control account). Our results indicate that the vmPFC encodes
positive emotion with a value signal similar to that for reward and
that emotion regulation modulates this signal.

Materials and Methods
We analyzed data from two experimental samples collected with similar
experimental tasks and imaging parameters. Our experimental sample
(Exp1) was newly collected for this study and we validated our results in
a replication sample (Exp2) drawn from a previously published study
(Winecoff et al., 2011). Experimental parameters were nearly identical
between the two experiments. Where differences are present, we indicate
the parameters for Exp1 in the main text and then list the parameters for
Exp2 in parentheses following.

Participants. Participants in Exp1 were 31 younger adults between the
ages of 19 and 40 years (mean 25; 10 males). Participants reported no
history of psychiatric or neurological problems or contraindications to
fMRI scanning. Exp2 comprised 20 older adults between the ages of 59
and 73 years (mean 69; 10 males) and 22 younger adults between the ages
of 19 and 33 years (mean 23; 11 males). In addition to meeting all the
exclusion criteria for Exp1, all participants in Exp2 also scored at 27 or
higher on the Folstein Mini-Mental State Examination (Folstein et al.,
1975). The vast majority of fMRI studies have constrained their samples
to healthy younger adults, so interpretation of these results cannot nec-
essarily be extended to a more general demographic. Including both
younger and older adults in the Exp2 dataset ensures that the results hold
not only for a typical fMRI sample, but are also valid for inferences on a
broader population in which there is more variance.

In both experiments, participants were paid $20/h for time in the
scanner and $10/h for time outside the scanner. Each participant pro-
vided written consent for a protocol approved by the institutional review
board of Duke University Medical Center.

Emotion regulation paradigm. While undergoing scanning, partici-
pants completed a cognitive reappraisal task. Before beginning the

fMRI task, participants were extensively trained to perform emotion
regulation using a cognitive reappraisal strategy. Participants were
instructed to imagine themselves as an objective observer to the situ-
ation depicted or to imagine the event as having no personal relevance
to them. These instructions are consistent with prior research using a
“self-focused” or “detachment” reappraisal strategy (Ochsner et al.,
2004; Kalisch et al., 2005; Goldin et al., 2008; Shiota and Levenson,
2009). For the Experience condition, participants were instructed to
experience their emotions naturally. During training, participants
verbally reported their responses to the experimenter to signal that
they understood the task. After this training, but before undergoing
scanning, each participant completed practice trials with the same
timing as the fMRI task.

In the fMRI task (Fig. 1), participants were presented with images from
the International Affective Picture System (IAPS; Lang et al., 2008) and
were asked to either regulate their emotions using cognitive reappraisal
(Regulate Condition) or to experience their emotions naturally (Experi-
ence Condition). Pictures were categorized as positive, negative, or neu-
tral based on the normative IAPS ratings (valence: positive mean � 6.8;
negative mean � 2.4; neutral mean � 5; Exp2: 7.3, 2.5, 5.1). Positive and
negative images were approximately matched for arousal (positive
mean � 5.8; negative mean � 5.8; Exp2: 5.6, 5.4), and each condition had
equal numbers of images with and without people.

At the beginning of each trial, a picture appeared on screen for 2 s. A cue
(“Experience” or “Detach”; Exp2: “Experience” or “Decrease”) would then
appear below the image for 2 s to indicate which strategy to use. The picture
would then disappear and be replaced by a fixation cross and the cue would
remain on screen for an additional 8 s (Exp2: 6 s). At the end of each trial,
participants were asked to rate how positive or negative they felt after having
implemented the strategy. Intertrial intervals were a minimum of 4 s (range:
4–13 s) and were exponentially distributed (Exp2: 0–8 s in 2 s intervals).
Participants viewed 125 total images evenly distributed across the 5 trial types
(25 Positive-Experience, 25 Negative-Experience, 25 Positive-Reappraise, 25
Negative-Reappraise, 25 Neutral-Experience) over the course of 5 runs
(Exp2: 150 total trials, 30 trials per trial type, 6 runs). Image presentation was
pseudorandomized such that within each run, participants saw equal num-
bers of pictures in each of the five trial types, but the order of presentation
was randomized within each run. Whether each image was assigned to the
reappraisal or experience condition was counterbalanced across partici-

Figure 1. Reappraisal task. A, During Experience trials, participants viewed the image and then saw a cue to experience their emotional reaction to the image naturally. Participants were asked
to continue to experience their emotions even after the image disappeared. After each trial, participants rated the valence of the image. B, During Regulate trials, participants were asked to
emotionally detach themselves from the image.
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pants. Stimuli were presented using the Psycho-
physics Toolbox 3 in MATLAB (Brainard, 1997).

fMRI acquisition. We acquired functional
data on a General Electric 3T scanner using a
gradient-echo inverse-spiral pulse sequence
using standard scanning parameters (TR �
2000 ms; TE � 30 ms; FOV � 256 mm; flip
angle � 60°; 30 axial slices parallel to the
AC–PC plane; voxel size � 4 � 4 � 4 mm;
Exp2: 4T scanner, TE � 31 ms; flip angle � 90°,
34 slices, voxel size � 3.75 � 3.75 � 3.8 mm).
Each run contained 288 (Exp2: 238) volumes
of data (first six volumes discarded). A high-
resolution inversion-recovery prepared
SPGR anatomical image was used for nor-
malization and coregistration of the func-
tional data (TR � 7.48 ms; TE � 2.98 ms;
whole brain coverage with 1 � 1 � 1 mm voxels; Exp2: TR � 12.3;
TE � 5.5 ms).

fMRI preprocessing. fMRI data were analyzed using FSL Version 4.1.8
FEAT Version 5.98 (Smith et al., 2004). Preprocessing included motion
correction using MCFLIRT, brain extraction, spatial smoothing using an
isotropic Gaussian kernel of 6 mm (FWHM), and high-pass filtering
(�100 s). Functional images were normalized using transforms estimated
from each participant’s own high-resolution anatomical image and FSL’s
MNI template using FLIRT (six degrees of freedom for registration to par-
ticipant’s main structural image, 12 degrees of freedom for registration to
standard space). All reported results survived full whole-brain correction
(individual voxel threshold z � 2.3; cluster-corrected significance threshold:
p � 0.05). All coordinates are reported in MNI space and brain figures were
created using MRIcron (Rorden et al., 2007).

fMRI and behavioral analysis. FSL’s general linear model (GLM) was
used to assess the influence of our behavioral manipulation on brain
activation. First-level models corrected for local autocorrelation (Wool-
rich et al., 2001) and assessed brain responses to all trials within an
explanatory variable within a single run. At the second level, we used a
fixed-effects model to combine the data across all runs within a single
participant. At the third level, we used a mixed-effects analysis (FLAME
1) to model effects across all participants (Beckmann et al., 2003; Wool-
rich et al., 2004). For all imaging data, runs with �5 volumes with move-
ment of �1 mm in any direction were discarded to ameliorate any
contributions of head motion (6.5% of data discarded; Exp2: 14.3%). For
all analyses not performed within FSL, we used SAS Version 9.3.

In our first analysis (“Effect of emotion experience and regulation”),
we investigated the basic behavioral and neural effects of emotion expe-
rience and regulation. For our behavioral analysis, we implemented a
repeated measures multilevel model in which we modeled valence and
condition as fixed effects and each participant as a random effect. We
used a restricted maximum likelihood estimation method and a variance
components covariance structure. For the fMRI analysis, we modeled
valence and condition. We created one regressor of interest for each
trial type (Positive-Experience, Negative-Experience, Positive-Regulate,
Negative-Regulate, Neutral-Experience), which modeled the 8 s (Exp2:
6 s) implementation period. Nuisance regressors were included in the
model for the initial presentation of the picture and for the response
period. All regressors were convolved with a standard double-gamma
hemodynamic response function.

In our second model of the effects of emotion regulation and experi-
ence, we sought to characterize participants’ subjective emotional re-
sponses using a parametric model including participants’ own trial-by-
trial ratings of the valence of stimuli. We collapsed across valence (e.g.,
positive and negative) and examined the effect of trial-by-trial ratings
within each regulation condition (e.g., Experience vs Reappraise). The
amplitude of the event-related response was modulated by participants’
ratings for each image. The parametric regressor was orthogonalized to
the main effect to examine activations that specifically scaled with va-
lence ratings. We also included a quadratic regressor constructed by
squaring the parametric regressor to control for the effect of any nonlin-
ear results.

We also tested the possibility that neural responses may differ across
conditions based on the normative IAPS ratings for the stimuli. In this
analysis (“Neural response to normative valence by condition”), we used
a repeated multilevel model using mean-centered IAPS normative rat-
ings and regulation condition as fixed effects and participant as a random
effect. We then tested whether IAPS ratings, condition, and their inter-
action predicted activation in the vmPFC. A region of interest (ROI) in
the posterior vmPFC (pvmPFC) was defined based on coordinates (x �
6, y � 26, z � �14) drawn from a previous study of the subjective
exchange rate between monetary rewards and attractive faces (Smith et
al., 2010). Using the methods for single trial analysis described by Mum-
ford et al. (2012), a first-level model was created for each trial for each
participant using the 8 s implementation period (Exp2: 6 s). In each
first-level model, nuisance regressors were included to model all other
trials, the initial picture presentation, and the response phase. FSL’s mo-
tion outlier function was used to identify bad time points. Trials corre-
sponding to these time points were excluded from this analysis. Signal
was then extracted from the pvmPFC ROI.

In our final analysis (“pvmPFC activation is associated with differ-
ences in behavioral ratings”), we examined whether activation in the
pvmPFC would predict trial-by-trial valence ratings even after account-
ing for IAPS normative ratings, regulation condition, and the interaction
of ratings and condition. We constructed a GLM including experiment
number, IAPS normative ratings, condition, and the trial-by-trial
pvmPFC �s used in the previous analysis as independent variables and
trial-by-trial valence ratings as the dependent variable.

Results
Effects of emotion experience and regulation
We first tested whether participants’ ratings differed as a function
of valence (Positive vs Negative) and condition (Regulate vs Ex-
perience). In both experiments, there was a main effect of valence
(Exp1: F(2,2981) � 2217.36, p � 0.0001; Exp2: F(2,4995) � 3266.72,
p � 0.0001). In Exp2, there was an effect of condition (F(1,4995) �
9.83, p � 0.0017) and, in both experiments, there was a valence by
condition interaction (Exp1: F(1,116) � 27.05, p � 0.0001; Exp2:
F(1,160) � 4.496, p � 0.04), such that regulation led to more
positive ratings (e.g., more neutral) for negative stimuli, but less
positive (e.g., more neutral) ratings for positive stimuli (Exp 1:
Positive-Experience, mean � 6.328, SE � 0.057; Positive-
Reappraise, mean � 5.068, SE � 0.035; Neutral-Experience,
mean � 5.044, SE � 0.046; Negative-Reappraise, mean � 3.360,
SE � 0.0375, Negative-Experience mean � 2.211, SE � 0.0375;
Exp 2: Positive-Experience, mean � 6.232, SE � 0.042; Positive-
Reappraise, mean � 5.151, 0.042; Neutral-Experience, mean �
5.145, SE � 0.046; Negative-Reappraise, mean � 3.331, SE �
0.042; Negative-Experience, mean � 2.464, SE � 0.044).

We then tested whether ratings differed between valenced
stimuli (Positive vs Negative) that had been regulated and neutral
images that had been experienced. In both experiments, there was
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Figure 2. Average valence ratings by task condition. In both Exp 1 and Exp 2, stimuli in the Regulate (Reg) condition were rated
as less emotionally evocative than images in the Experience (Exp) condition. Error bars represent SEM within subjects.
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a significant overall effect of valence category (Exp1: F(2,87) �
5.71, p � 0.005; Exp2: F(2,120) � 43.21, p � 0.0001). Follow-up
tests indicated that regulated negative versus regulated positive
stimuli were rated significantly different from each other (two-
sided paired t tests: Exp1: t(30) � 54.47, p � 0.0001; Exp2: t(41) �
22.88, p � 0.0001) and that both regulated positive as well as
regulated negative stimuli were rated differently from neutral
stimuli (Exp1: neg: t(41) � �20.42, p � 0.0001; pos: t(41) � 5.65,
p � 0.0001; Exp2: neg: t(41) � �71, p � 0.0001; pos: t(41) � 4.71,
p � 0.0001). These results indicate that, for both positive and
negative stimuli, regulation was successful in changing the sub-
jective experience of valence but did not completely neutralize
emotional responses (Fig. 2).

In our imaging data, negative regulation (Negative-Regu-
late � Negative-Experience) activated regions of the prefrontal

cortex including the inferior frontal gyrus, the middle frontal
gyrus, and the superior frontal gyrus (see Table 1 for activation
coordinates). In addition, regulating negative emotion led to in-
creased activation in the posterior cingulate and the angular
gyrus. In contrast, negative experience (Negative-Experience �
Negative-Regulate) revealed no significant overlapping activa-
tions between the two experiments.

Positive regulation (Positive-Regulate � Positive-Experience)
was associated with increased activation in regions of the pre-
frontal and parietal cortex including the middle frontal gyrus, the
inferior frontal gyrus, and the angular gyrus. Conversely, positive
emotion experience (Positive Experience � Positive-Regulate)
was associated with activation in the bilateral amygdala and the
vmPFC in both experiments. Therefore, emotion regulation re-
duces vmPFC activation compared with that observed during

Table 1. Cluster peaks for emotional experience or regulation

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

x y z Max Z Voxels x y z Max Z Voxels

Positive Experience � Positive Regulate
Subcallosal gyrus 4 22 �2 5.24 16004 Frontal pole �8 56 2 5.35 9507

Frontal pole �6 62 6 5.11
Paracingulate �8 52 10 5.21
Paracingulate �4 42 �6 4.81
Occipital pole 24 �98 8 4.81 5876
Lingual gyrus �4 �88 �10 3.97
Postcentral gyrus �46 �22 28 5.09 5482
SMA �8 �8 46 4.83
Postcentral gyrus �44 �26 34 4.58
Cingulate �4 �2 36 4.33
Parietal operculum �48 �28 24 4.15

Increasingly Positive Valence
Medial frontal gyrus �6 34 �16 4.69 1554 Paracingulate 2 42 �8 4.79 2351
Subcallosal gyrus �2 20 �16 4.47 Paracingulate 4 46 �6 4.71
Subcallosal gyrus �6 28 �14 4.39 Frontal pole �6 70 6 4.2
Precuneus �2 �62 20 4.16 1389 Precuneus 0 �66 22 3.58
Precuneus �8 �54 6 4.01 Precuneus 22 �54 6 4.1 861
Precuneus �16 �50 4 3.78 Precuneus 10 �62 18 3.23

Posterior cingulate 14 �48 4 3.59
Lingual gyrus 18 �50 0 3.55
Supracalcarine cortex �18 �64 12 3.4

Positive Regulate � Positive Experience
Frontal pole 34 58 �8 4.25 1616 Precuneus 0 �74 42 5.02 985
Frontal pole �44 50 �10 4.51 1976 Angular gyrus 60 �52 34 5.66 3102
Inferior frontal gyrus �52 28 �4 3.59 L47 Angular gyrus 64 �48 24 4.14
Angular gyrus 52 �48 38 4.8 2550 Angular gyrus 48 �52 32 5.85
Angular gyrus 48 �48 34 4.57 Lateral occipital cortex 50 �62 42 4.78
Angular gyrus 62 �54 32 4.45 Inferior frontal gyrus �38 24 20 5.41 4410
Lateral occipital cortex 48 �60 52 4.39 Lateral occipital cortex �38 �62 38 5.9
Angular gyrus �50 �60 30 4.27 Middle temporal gyrus �62 �44 �4 4.42
Angular gyrus �48 �52 44 4.93 Middle frontal gyrus 42 22 36 5.71 16530
Lateral occipital cortex �42 �64 46 5.32 3927 Middle frontal gyrus �46 14 44 5.59
Frontal pole 6 42 54 4.09 Middle frontal gyrus �44 16 30 5.32
Lingual gyrus 46 24 36 5.49 6285 Superior frontal gyrus 0 24 50 5.7
Middle frontal gyrus �42 18 34 4.5
Middle frontal gyrus �38 20 40 4.19
Middle frontal gyrus �36 12 52 4.04

Negative Experience � Negative Regulate
None Occipital pole 28 �100 8 4.15 3189

Parietal operculum 48 �22 26 4.3 1795
Hippocampus �20 �2 �12 4.34 1754
Postcentral gyrus �64 �20 20 4.32 1370

Negative Regulate � Negative Experience
Superior frontal gyrus �2 26 50 5.29 18161 Inferior frontal gyrus �54 20 2 5.45 7331
Lateral occipital cortex �48 �68 48 4.89 3571 Lateral occipital cortex �40 �66 42 4.45 2200
Posterior cingulate �2 �26 24 5.29 3343 Insular cortex 40 20 �4 3.91 1288
Angular gyrus 44 �56 30 5.72 1830 Middle frontal cortex 36 22 38 4.07 1141
Middle temporal gyrus �62 �38 �10 4.88 1167

x, y, z indicate coordinates of peak voxel shown in MNI space. Max Z � z-statistic of peak voxel. Voxels indicates cluster size. For each new cluster, the number of voxels per cluster is indicated next to the region label.
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emotion experience (Fig. 3A; vmPFC peak activations within
overlap, Exp1: max Z � 4.88, x � 4, y � 22, z � �4; Exp2: max
Z � 4.61, x � �4, y � 44, z � �6).

To assess the relationship between vmPFC activation and sub-
jective experiences of positive emotion, we also interrogated the
effects of participants’ own trial-by-trial ratings of stimuli. This
model tested the possibility that, like reward, emotional value is
encoded in the vmPFC as a continuous, graded signal. For stimuli
in the Experience condition, activation in the vmPFC increased
with increasing ratings of positivity (Fig. 3B). In the same model
for regulated stimuli, however, there were no significant activa-
tions. One potential explanation for this result is that, after reg-
ulation, stimuli in both the positive and negative regulation
condition clustered around neutral valence ratings. Therefore, if

the vmPFC does track final value, we would not expect its activa-
tion to vary in conditions in which the subjective experience of
emotion is essentially constant. Alternatively, it is possible that
the encoding of emotional value during emotion regulation shifts
to another area of the brain. Given the reduced variability in
ratings in the regulation condition, it is not possible to distin-
guish between these two explanations.

Neural response to normative valence by condition
We next investigated whether normative IAPS ratings and con-
dition would predict trial-by-trial estimates of activation in the
pvmPFC. Given that the IAPS picture set has been rated by thou-
sands of participants (Lang et al., 2008) and that normative rat-
ings for each stimulus were highly predictive of our participants’
ratings of each stimulus (Experience Condition: r � 0.785; Reg-
ulate Condition: r � 0.707), we took normative valence ratings to
represent a typical response to these stimuli. We then investigated
whether those normative ratings had differential effects upon
activation in pvmPFC contingent upon the regulation condition.
There was a marginally significant main effect of IAPS normative
rating (F(1,7982) � 3.64, p � 0.057) and a main effect of condition
(F(1,7982) � 19.89, p � 0.0001). These main effects were qualified
by an IAPS normative rating by condition interaction (F(1,7982) �
6.8, p � 0.0091). Follow-up tests indicated that the effect of IAPS
rating was significant in the experience condition (t(72) � 3.2, p �
0.0014, b � 0.011), but not in the regulation condition (t(72) �
�0.49, p � 0.622, b � �0.0017; Fig. 4). These data indicate that
pvmPFC activation tracks a typical emotional value during the basic
experience of emotion, but not during emotion regulation.

pvmPFC activation is associated with differences in
behavioral ratings
As a strong test for the role of pvmPFC in subjective emotional
value, we next investigated whether pvmPFC activation predicted
participants’ trial-by-trial subjective ratings of each image. A
GLM including experiment number, IAPS normative ratings,
condition, the interaction of IAPS normative ratings and condition,
and trial-by-trial estimates of pvmPFC activation significantly pre-
dicted behavioral ratings (full model: F(5,8052) � 2370.75, p �
0.0001). The model revealed a main effect of normative IAPS rating
(F(1,8052) � 13,449.78, p � 0.0001, b � 0.37) and a main effect of
condition (F(1,8052) � 190.44, p � 0.0001, b � 0.026); however, the
main effects of normative IAPS ratings and condition were qualified
by a significant interaction (F(1,8052) � 1841.71, p � 0.0001, b �
0.433). In addition, there was a main effect of pvmPFC activation
(F(1,8052) � 4.0, p � 0.046, b � 0.051). These data indicate that, even
after accounting for the strong behavioral effects of our manipula-
tion, pvmPFC activation still predicts the subjective experience of
emotional value (Table 2).

Discussion
The vast majority of studies on the neural mechanisms of emo-
tion regulation have focused on emotional reactions to negative
stimuli. Although positive affect is beneficial for mental and
physical health (Tugade et al., 2004; Richman et al., 2005), not all
of the consequences of positive affect are adaptive. When pur-
chasing a new home, for example, the positive emotion induced
by visualizing a blooming garden in springtime could interfere
with the negotiation of a better price. Unregulated positive affect
increases distractibility in tasks that require cognitive control
(Dreisbach and Goschke, 2004), inflates evaluations of the prob-
ability of winning in monetary gambling tasks (Nygren et al.,
1996), and increases the likelihood of impulsive purchasing de-

Figure 3. Neural mechanisms of positive emotion. A, Contrast of Positive-Experience �
Positive-Regulate for both Exp 1 and Exp 2 revealed an overlapping activation in the vmPFC. B,
A parametric model using participants’ trial-by-trial valence ratings showed that increasingly
positive valence ratings were associated with increased activation in the vmPFC in the Experi-
ence condition.
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cisions (Weinberg and Gottwald, 1982). In each case, a failure to
regulate positive affect interferes with the attainment of goals.

Using stimuli falling along a continuous scale of emotional va-
lence from positive to negative and replication between two experi-
ments, we show that a region within vmPFC tracks the subjective
value of emotional stimuli. We also examined which sorts of affec-
tive processes are encoded by the vmPFC: normative stimulus va-
lence (Lebreton et al., 2009), the engagement of goal-directed
regulatory processes (Hare et al., 2009), and/or trial-to-trial varia-
tion in subjective value across stimuli (Kable and Glimcher, 2007;
Smith et al., 2010; Levy and Glimcher, 2011). Using an indepen-
dently defined ROI, we show that trial-to-trial variation in pvmPFC
predicts the emotional value of affective images during the experi-
ence of emotion. These analyses converge on one common conclu-
sion: in the context of emotion regulation, the vmPFC encodes
stimulus-specific subjective emotional value.

vmPFC: common economic and emotional value
Studies of reward processing have implicated the vmPFC in the
valuation of rewards from various modalities: juice (Kim et al.,
2006), faces (Smith et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2012), and non-
monetary goods such as snack foods and CDs (Chib et al., 2009).
This has led to the hypothesis that the vmPFC encodes a stan-
dardized value signal (Montague and Berns, 2002; Rangel and
Hare, 2010). This neuroeconomic concept has not been used
previously to understand the neural effects of typical emotional
manipulations (i.e., affective images or videos), yet it can account
for findings from such studies. The vmPFC is engaged by a range

of positive stimuli not typically character-
ized as rewards, including faces displaying
positive emotion (Lin et al., 2012), pleas-
ant imagined stimuli (Cunningham et al.,
2011), and happy memories (Lane et al.,
1997). These studies support the idea that
vmPFC computes a domain-general ap-
petitive value signal (Roy et al., 2012)
manifest in our own data as emotional re-
ward value. In other words, our results in-
dicate that two sorts of value, responses to
rewards and to the emotional content of
images, are tracked similarly in vmPFC
along continuous scales.

vmPFC: cognitive control or
affective integration?
Several lines of research have implicated
the vmPFC as being central to executing
cognitive control. Studies of fear condi-
tioning link vmPFC to the extinction of
fear (Hartley and Phelps, 2010). Similarly,

the reappraisal of negative emotion leads to activation in the
vmPFC (Urry et al., 2006; Johnstone et al., 2007; Delgado et al.,
2008b). One investigation of reappraisal of positive emotion
demonstrated that increasing positive emotion also recruits the
vmPFC (Kim and Hamann, 2007). These findings suggest that
the vmPFC, like regions of the dlPFC also activated during emo-
tion regulation (Ochsner and Gross, 2005), serves as a locus of
affective control.

Another interpretation is equally plausible, however: changes
in vmPFC activation during regulation could reflect changes in
the final integrated affective value of emotional stimuli. Our own
analyses are consistent with this conclusion. Similarly, our results
complement a prior study demonstrating a striatal mediation of
the relationship between activation in the prefrontal cortex and
decreased negative affect during emotion regulation (Wager et
al., 2008).

We investigated whether vmPFC activation would be pre-
dicted by normative IAPS ratings (i.e., what typical subjects ex-
perience before the implementation of any regulatory processes).
Activation in vmPFC was differentially predicted by IAPS ratings
in the experience condition, which suggests that the vmPFC does
not encode what could be deemed a natural emotional response,
but rather a signal that represents the current subjective experi-
ence of emotion. We note that our participants were largely suc-
cessful at emotion regulation, and thus there was little dynamic
range in subjects’ ratings within the regulation condition. This
lack of variance did not allow for a detailed analysis of subjective
emotional value encoding during emotion regulation. There was,
however, a clear reduction in vmPFC activation during the regula-
tion of positive emotion compared with the experience of positive
emotion, consistent with the conclusion that value signals in vmPFC
are present both during experience and regulation conditions.

Our results predict that regions other than vmPFC will track
the process of regulation rather than its success. In one recent
investigation (Hutcherson et al., 2012), food-deprived partici-
pants were prompted by a cue to downregulate, experience, or
upregulate their affective responses to images of food items. Par-
ticipants then indicated how much money they would be willing
to pay for an opportunity to consume that item. During regula-
tion compared with experience there was a reduction in the asso-
ciation between vmPFC activation and monetary bids and a

Figure 4. pvmPFC activation by normative IAPS rating. Left: Overlap between the vmPFC ROI from the analysis in Fig. 3B and the
pvmPFC ROI used to extract parameter estimates. Right: Interaction plot for IAPS normative rating and condition on pvmPFC. Error
bars reflect SEs of the model-predicted pvmPFC estimates. Within the Experience condition, IAPS normative rating predicted
pvmPFC activation; however, there was no association with IAPS normative rating or pvmPFC activation during emotion
regulation.

Table 2. Effect of reappraisal, IAPS rating, and pvmPFC activation on behavior

Variable Parameter estimate (SE)

Intercept 4.18 (0.047)*
Experiment 0.04 (0.026)
IAPS rating 0.37 (0.008)*
Condition 0.31 (0.026)*
IAPS*Condition 0.43 (0.012)*
pvmPFC 0.05 (0.026)*
Overall model R 2 0.6*

GLM revealed that IAPS normative rating, condition, and an IAPS normative-rating-by-condition interaction pre-
dicted valence ratings. In addition, there was also a significant relationship between pvmPFC activation and behav-
ior.

*Significant.
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concurrent increase in the association between the dlPFC and
monetary bids. Consistent with this result, we found greater sig-
nal in the dlPFC during the reappraisal of stimuli than during the
experience of images even when they were matched in subjective
emotional value, and this relationship held for both positive and
negative images. Conversely, for the experience of neutral images
compared with the regulation of positive images, we found acti-
vation in regions previously linked to the emotional content of
experienced stimuli.

The dlPFC signal in the regulation condition might reflect
computations that are ultimately integrated into the final encod-
ing of value (e.g., context). Participants in our regulation condi-
tion attempted to emotionally detach themselves from the images
(i.e., to neutralize emotional responses). Therefore, achieving the
goal of regulation might contribute to an integrated neural signal
for value. This interpretation is consistent with findings from a
study in which dieters rated both the tastiness and healthiness of
food items in advance of consumption decisions (Hare et al.,
2009). Subjects who successfully implemented self-control
evinced increased activation in the dlPFC (BA 9) and decreased
activation in the vmPFC when deciding not to consume a tasty
but unhealthy food, a result interpreted as evidence that the
vmPFC integrates goal value as well as hedonic value. For both
experimental samples, we observed regulation-related activation
in the same dlPFC region that interacted with vmPFC in the
connectivity analysis of Hare et al. (2009). Therefore, activation
in the dlPFC during regulation could reflect the parametric con-
tribution of regulation to the ultimate value of the stimulus,
which is manifest in our data as decreased activation in the
vmPFC. Our results extend these findings by indicating that pro-
cessing of emotional stimuli has similar characteristics to pro-
cessing of canonical reward stimuli.

In summary, our results indicate that the vmPFC does not act
as a control region during emotion regulation, but rather encodes
the affective value of emotional stimuli along a continuous scale.
Our results point to an adaptive, flexible computation of value:
conditional factors such as emotion regulation affect how emo-
tional value signals are encoded in the vmPFC.
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